Service Overview

Strategic Projects

Team up with RoseRyan and together we’ll take on whatever
complex, strategic or financial issue you encounter.

Turn to RoseRyan when you need:
Audit Support
Audits are so much easier
when you’re prepared.
Our team assists with
planning, prepares financial
statements, completes
schedules and interfaces
with auditors.

IPO
Our IPO services help you
prepare 1-2 years ahead,
takes you through the
transaction, and onward
from “Day 2,” when the
transition to a public
company begins.

Stock-based
Compensation
Know your options about
those options. Properly
reward your employees and
understand the impacts
before you finalize stock
award agreements.

Revenue Recognition
Services
Recognizing revenue is
hard work, let’s face it. The
new rules add a whole new
layer of complexity when
resources and skills are
tight. We get you through it.

M&A
We calm the chaos as you
go through the wild ride
of an M&A deal, from the
due diligence process and
tight deadlines all the way
through the integration
process.

SEC Reporting
Meet regulatory
requirements head-on with
SEC experts. Our pros know
what gets filings flagged for
review and how to respond
if a dreaded comment letter
comes your way.

Technical Accounting
Services
Rely on our technical
accounting aces when
you’re undertaking a new
deal, an accounting change
or a tricky transaction that
tests your in-house skills.

Divestiture
Sometimes you gotta say
goodbye. Our experts
know just what to do
when it’s time to shed a
part of the business for
strategic reasons. We
get it done.

Systems Review
Productivity and accuracy
zoom upward when you
have modern systems that
keep pace with growth.
Find out what your
company needs now, with
room to grow.

The RoseRyan team grabbed hold of
the project, took responsibility and drove it
home to a conclusion. They worked together
fabulously as a team, leveraging each
person’s strengths to effectively distribute
the work.
Marc Faerber, VP Finance, Amarantus Bioscience Holdings, Inc.

Keep Calm
Call up our finance aces
when a tricky transaction
or accounting change is
imminent. No need to
stress about taking on
something new or
complicated—we excel
at the tough stuff.

About RoseRyan
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800
companies
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25
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RoseRyan takes dynamic companies further, faster,
by delivering specialized finance and accounting
solutions at every stage of your company’s growth.
Versed in Silicon Valley’s rapid pace and unique
business environment, our consulting firm has
helped 800+ companies achieve success since 1993.
No matter the size of your company or the scale of
your next endeavor, RoseRyan has the wide-ranging
skills and services you require to accelerate growth.

Learn more at www.roseryan.com.
Contact:
Chris Vane
510.456.3056 x169
cvane@roseryan.com

